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On the cover: The bright spots in this X-ray im-

age of the sun, taken by the Hinode Satellite’s

X-ray Telescope in October 2006, are active re-

gions of the sun’s outer atmosphere, or corona,

that are the source of solar flares and powerful

coronal mass ejections. The X-ray Telescope, de-

veloped by scientists at the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory in Cambridge, Mass., was

designed to capture images of the sun’s corona.

By combining observations from the optical and

X-ray telescopes carried aboard the Hinode

satellite, scientists can study how changes in the

sun’s magnetic field trigger powerful explosions

in its corona. See story Page 8. (Image courtesy of

JAXA, NASA and PPARC)
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African American history. It has no build-

ing in Washington, D.C., to visit just yet, but

the Smithsonian’s newest museum, the Na-

tional Museum of African American History

and Culture, does have a Web site brimming

with interesting facts, online exhibits, images

and information. One key feature is The

Memory Book, which allows visitors to up-

load their memories in the form of a story,

an image or an audio recording. These mem-

ories will become part of the museum’s first

oral history collection and give site visitors

an opportunity to participate in the mu-

seum’s development. Information and de-

tails on current and future programs also can

be found here, including Save Our African

American Treasures, a series of workshops

being held in key cities across the country;

the African American Legacy Recordings, a series of compact disc recordings showcas-

ing the music and words of a variety of artists and scholars; and the StoryCorps Griot

Project, a yearlong initiative to gather and preserve the life stories of African American

families. The Museum of African American History and Culture will open in 2015; until

then, this site will serve as a vibrant, virtual gathering place.—www.nmaahc.si.edu

Beaked whales. They make up nearly a quarter of all known species of whales, 

dolphins and porpoises, yet beaked whales—called ziphiids by scientists—remain

shrouded in mystery. Little reference material exists on these reclusive marine mammals

that are characterized by their extended snouts. Close similarities among the 21 differ-

ent species of beaked whales make them ex-

tremely difficult to identify—even for experts.

Now, researchers from the Smithsonian’s Na-

tional Museum of Natural History have cre-

ated an online identification guide to beaked

whales based on the museum’s extensive col-

lection of specimens, data archives, pho-

tographs and bibliographic material. To iden-

tify a beaked whale specimen or skull, users

can click through an illustrated series of ques-

tions about the physical characteristics of the

animal’s beak, teeth, mouth and skull. Global

maps featuring the geographic location where

each species is believed to live also is a feature

of this site. Detailed Web pages devoted to

each species, associated research data and links to other beaked whale Web sites make

this a comprehensive, easily accessible guide to the world’s beaked whales.

—www.nmnh.si.edu/vert/mammals

This 1911 photograph of  W.E.B. Dubois

was taken by Scurlock Studios. (Smith-

sonian National Portrait Gallery photo) 

Skulls of a male (top) and female

beaked whale, Mesoplodon mirus
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T
he clock was ticking, but Gary

Hevel was off to a fast start. Only

moments into the Rock Creek

Park BioBlitz last spring, the

Smithsonian scientist had already found

two—no, make that three—insect species

to count toward his 24-hour total—and

that’s before he left the parking lot. 

An entomologist at the Smithsonian’s

National Museum of Natural History,

Hevel was one of about 100 specialists

from the Smithsonian and other science

research centers, along with members of

the public keen on natural history, en-

listed to count animals and plants for a

species census running from noon to

noon May 18 to May 19 in Rock Creek

Park, the 1,700-acre green heart of Wash-

ington, D.C. The goal: to create a snap-

shot of biological diversity in the nation’s

oldest urban national park, Rock Creek

Park, which was established by act of

Congress in 1890, the same year as

Yosemite National Park.

At present, the count is 665 species,

among them 17 kinds of amphibians and

reptiles, 29 birds, 20 fishes, 12 mammals,

52 fungi and 232 terrestrial plants. But

those figures are growing as a few partici-

pating scientists are still at work carefully

identifying and tallying their specimens.

Hevel’s personal contribution to the

haul numbered 140 species of beetles,

flies, ants, butterflies and other insects. A

public information officer in the Ento-

mology Department at the Natural His-

tory Museum, Hevel helped organize one

of the first bioblitzes in the United States

in 1996 at a park along Washington, D.C.’s

N A T U R A L  H I S T O R Y

Bioblitz in Washington, D.C.’s Rock Creek
Park provides snapshot of biodiversity  
By Michael Lipske

Special to Inside Smithsonian Research

Anacostia River. Since then, there have

been bioblitzes at dozens of locations in-

side and outside the United States. The

Rock Creek BioBlitz was the first of 10

such annual events planned by the Na-

tional Geographic Society and the Na-

tional Park Service at urban parks across

the United States.

For managers of a park such as Rock

Creek, the benefit of a bioblitz is obvious.

You can only protect what you know you

have, and setting loose a hundred biolo-

gists to search from the bottom of the

park’s streams to the top of its trees is the

quickest way to discover which species

were calling the park home, or at least a

nice place to visit, during 24 unseason-

ably cool hours in spring 2007. 

For scientists taking part in the census,

specimens from a bioblitz provide a

record that can help in analyzing the dis-

tribution of species and changes in the

environment. “Some of the specimens

may show the presence of invasive alien

species,” says Hevel, who at the Rock

Creek event collected an Asian tiger mos-

quito, “a fierce biter and dangerous vector

of diseases” that first entered the United

States in the 1980s.   

Minutes past noon on day one, Hevel

had already bagged two species. Number

two was a pale green luna moth (one of

the largest American moths) that he held

With the assistance of a young bioblitz participant, Gary Hevel pulls the bark off of a

fallen tree to search for insects underneath. (Photo by Michael Lipske)

(continued)
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between his thumb and index finger. He’d

plucked it from atop a tent set up at the

bioblitz base camp. “Number one was a

March fly I found in the restroom,” he

said, pulling a glass bottle from his pocket

to show the small black insect inside. 

Next, his glance fell on the nests of

some tent caterpillars—bioblitz find

number three—in a tree at the edge of

the parking lot. Pausing at the curb be-

tween pavement and forest, Hevel said

he’d be sure to collect a few of the cater-

pillars before the event was over.  

“Keep your eyes open, everybody—on

the ground,” Hevel instructed as he set off

into the woods trailed by three young

boys, larval entomologists carrying their

own collecting nets and brought to the

bioblitz by their mothers.

One of the great things about many

bioblitzes is that they offer children and

adults the opportunity to join scientists in

the field. Back at the parking lot, signs

had been posted for different taxonomic

groups—from soil invertebrates to fish

and fungi—and at each sign, volunteer

searchers stood in queues, awaiting their

scientist guides.

“You like catching bugs?” asked one of

the boys following Hevel. “Yeah,” the sci-

entist confessed with a chuckle as he

stripped bark off a dead log on the forest

floor. Carpenter ants and wood roaches

fled from the sudden sunlight.

While Hevel identified insects and

demonstrated how to wield a net, other

scientists were fanning out through the

park. Smithsonian Entomologist Wayne

Mathis netted shore flies—finding more

than 40 species—while his museum col-

league, Don Davis, hunted for the tiny mi-

cromoths that are his research specialty. 

Periodically, the collecting forays were

interrupted for identification sessions

back at base camp. Sitting at tables under

tents, scientists picked through speci-

mens, consulted field guides and tapped

at laptop computers. “We’re the mosses,”

someone piped up helpfully from a table

where several researchers sat surrounded

by mounds of soft green vegetation. 

Not far away, Hevel sat at his micro-

scope wielding tweezers to sort through

the insects gleaned from his first attack on

the woods of Rock Creek: “Mostly flies.

There are a few parasitic wasps and a cou-

ple of leafhoppers. There’s one little ant

that could be very interesting.” 

After dark, Hevel was drawn to the

lights on the walls outside the park’s na-

ture center, where he nabbed a moth fly

and a micromoth from the oecophorid

family. By the end of the bioblitz, Hevel

and other entomologists had collected

some 250 species of insects. With better

weather—warmer and more humid—

the figure would have been far higher.

“C’est la vie,” sighed Davis, who has taken

part in bioblitzes in the Great Smoky

Mountains in which more than 500 species

of moths were collected in 24 hours. 

Hevel relies

on the  

museum’s

reference

collection of 

some 30 

million insect

specimens. 
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But biodiversity begins at home, and

Gary Hevel can prove it. On tables near

his microscope, he had arranged 18 glass-

topped drawers borrowed from the mu-

seum’s insect collection. They contained

mounted specimens representing just half

of the 4,000 insect species Hevel collected

in his Maryland backyard between 2000

and 2004. 

To identify such a broad array of differ-

ent insect species, Hevel relies on his own

knowledge, the expertise of staff entomol-

ogists at the Natural History Museum and

the museum’s reference collection of

some 30 million insect specimens. Scien-

tists use the collection on a daily basis to

help identify and turn back potential in-

sect pests at U.S. borders that are hitch-

hiking on shipments of fruit, vegetables,

flowers and other imported products.  

In addition to its collections, Hevel says,

the Entomology Department also keeps a

wealth of manuals, guides and back-

ground information on each species that

has been amassed over time—such as

what plant it was feeding on when it was

collected, the general time of year the in-

sect emerges, variation within species, as

well as between species, and the different

patterns within a species. 

Hevel’s extended personal bioblitz

at home may have set a world record for

the number of species collected by one

person in one location. His backyard pro-

ject also makes a strong case for the idea

that you don’t have to visit the rain forest

to find remarkable creatures.

Keep your eyes open and on the ground,

and you may even help save the game of

baseball. Among Hevel’s backyard finds

was a small wasp that at the time had been

collected only once before in the United

States. The wasp was an immigrant from

Asia, and so is a beetle that it parasitizes—

the emerald ash borer. Discovered in this

country in 2002, emerald ash borers are

considered a grave threat to America’s ash

forests, the very forests that have long pro-

vided the wood of choice for making pro-

fessional baseball bats. 

Several of Hevel’s backyard wasps were

rushed off to scientists in Michigan who

are trying to identify insect allies that

might help in battling ash borers. “It’s a

big world, isn’t it,” remarks the entomolo-

gist before turning back to his microscope

and the tiny world on its stage. ❖

Above:This green luna moth resting in the

hand of Gary Hevel was one of the more

than 665 species identified during a 24-

hour bioblitz held in Washington, D.C.’s

Rock Creek Park. (Photo by Mark Thiessen,

National Geographic Society)

Opposite: The insects shown here are only

a handful of the more than 4,000 different

insect species collected by Gary Hevel in

the yard of his Silver Spring, Md., home

between 2000 and 2004. (Photo by John

Steiner) 

Left: A member of the bioblitz survey team

climbs high into the branches of a white

oak tree in Rock Creek Park to collect bark

samples that may have lichens, mosses,

liverworts, fungi and slime molds growing

on them. (Photo by Rebecca Hale, National

Geographic Society)
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A M E R I C A N  H I S T O R Y

Portraits offer intimate look
at Wild West performers 

By Alan Cutler

Special to Inside Smithsonian Research

O
ne day in the spring of 1898,

New York City photographer

Gertrude Käsebier glanced

out the window of her studio

and saw an unusual sight: cowboys and In-

dians riding down Fifth Avenue. It was the

grand parade of Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild

West Show en route to Madison Square

Garden. For Käsebier, who had grown up

on the Great Plains and in a Colorado min-

ing town, the sight brought back memories

of the Native American children who had

been her playmates.

Käsebier was a rising star in American

photography, destined to become one of

America’s leading portrait photographers.

Her clients were statesmen, socialites, indus-

trialists, artists and authors who paid top

dollar to sit in front of her camera.

But the glimpse out her window that

spring day set her on a deeply personal pro-

ject. She penned a note to Cody, expressing

her desire as an “old friend of their tribe” to

invite the Sioux Indians in the show to her

studio to sit for portraits.

Cody passed on the invitation and the re-

sults, according to Michelle Delaney of the

Smithsonian’s National Museum of Ameri-

can History, Kenneth E. Behring Center,

were a series of photographs that “rank

among the most compelling of her cele-

brated body of work.”

Delaney, associate curator of the Photo-

graphic History Collection at the American

History Museum, is author of a new book on

Käsebier’s Native American photographs,

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Warriors: A Photo-

graphic History by Gertrude Käsebier

(Collins, 2007, $34.95). Many of the Smith-

sonian’s more than 100 original prints from

these historic photo sessions, rarely pub-

lished or exhibited, are reprinted in the book.

Evocative poses

Trained as a painter, Käsebier was an in-

fluential member of the pictorialist move-

ment among American photographers,

which aimed to elevate photography to a

fine art. The pictorialists used ambient

lighting, soft focus and special printing

techniques to give their photographs a

“painterly” feel.

Käsebier was particularly adept at working

with her subjects to find just the right, most

evocative poses. “She labored sometimes for

many hours with sitters,” Delaney says. “Yet

her poses are more relaxed than those cap-

tured by other photographers of the time.”

Käsebier brought this approach to her Na-

tive American portraits. She wanted to por-

tray the Indians as individuals, not romanti-

These Sioux photos by Gertrude Käsebier,

all of which were taken in 1898, show, at

left, American Horse and his wife; above,

Chief Iron Tail; opposite, Joe Black Fox.
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cized symbols, Delaney says. Other photog-

raphers relied on props and costumes for ef-

fects. Käsebier wanted to photograph, as she

said, “a real ‘raw’ Indian...the kind I used to

see when I was a child.” 

The Indians of the Buffalo Bill show were

hardly raw—they were celebrities. With

daily performances of stunt riding, sharp

shooting and re-enactments of famous West-

ern battles, the Wild West Show rivaled P.T.

Barnum’s circus for the title “Greatest Show

on Earth.” But when nine Sioux performers

from the show appeared at Käsebier’s studio

a few weeks after their Fifth Avenue parade,

she asked them to set aside their feathers and

other regalia. 

Without barriers

One of the first portraits taken during

these sessions was of Chief Iron Tail. The

photograph, Delaney writes, “was exactly

what Käsebier had envisioned: a relaxed,

intimate, quiet and beautiful portrait of

the man, devoid of decoration and finery,

presenting himself to her and the camera

without barriers.”

After this first meeting, Käsebier stayed in

touch with the Sioux men for more than a

decade, exchanging letters, visits and, of

course, taking photographs. For Käsebier, the

photographs were highly personal. Her pho-

tographs commanded high prices, yet she

never sold any of her Native American por-

traits. She did give prints away to people who

expressed a sincere interest in Native Ameri-

can culture. The Smithsonian collection of

her Native American prints was donated by

her granddaughter, Mina Turner, in 1969.

The collection also includes 14 pictograph

drawings given to Käsebier by the Sioux.

To write her book, Delaney conducted re-

search at the Library of Congress, the Metro-

politan Museum of Art and the Museum of

Modern Art in New York City, the Archives of

the New York Public Library, and the Buffalo

Bill Historical Center in Cody, Wyo. She

pored through the Käsebier archives, family

oral histories and photographs held at the

University of Delaware at Newark, as well as

through programs, posters, photographs and

other materials from the many turn-of-the-

century Wild West shows in the collections of

the National Museum of American History’s

Archives Center and Division of Cultural

History.

Ironic situation

For Delaney, the Sioux portraits are impor-

tant, not only because of Käsebier’s stature in

American photography but also for the

unique glimpse they give of the Sioux at a

time when opportunities for Native Ameri-

cans were severely restricted. Confined to

reservations, they were forbidden to hunt,

dance or wear tribal dress. The Sioux per-

formers in the Wild West Show were not

only able to practice their traditional skills

but they also could travel.

“They were warriors and they portrayed

warriors—themselves—in the show,” De-

laney says. In some cases, they re-enacted

battles or raids in which they had actually

fought. “These men were being cheered for

portraying scenes in which many of their In-

dian friends and government soldiers had

died. It was an awkward and ironic situa-

tion.”

By publishing the Käsebier collection of

portraits, Delaney hopes to bring Käsebier’s

work to the attention of more people and to

stimulate interest about a facet of history

that is little talked about. “No matter what

you believe from a standpoint of Native

American history or the myth of the Wild

West,” she says, the portraits “start an inter-

esting discussion.” ❖
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A S T R O P H Y S I C S

X-ray Telescope may someday let scientists
forecast solar storms heading toward Earth
By Christine Pulliam

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Y
ou may never see Ed Deluca on

the 6 o’clock news, flanked by a

map of the solar system, deliv-

ering the latest forecast on

storms in outer space. Still, as this scien-

tist at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob-

servatory in Cambridge, Mass., explains,

his goal is to “forecast space weather in

ways similar to the forecasts meteorolo-

gists provide on Earth.”

A solar astronomer, Deluca is using a

powerful space telescope to keep a close

eye on the surface of the sun, where vio-

lent explosions can blast potentially dam-

aging “storms” of radiation at the Earth.

Just such a forecast was needed on

March 10, 1989, when a massive eruption

on the sun belched a huge cloud of hot

plasma toward Earth. Three days later, the

plasma cloud slammed into Earth’s upper

atmosphere. Electrical currents generated

by the collision at ground level over-

loaded power grids across North America

and Europe. In Canada, the Quebec

power grid collapsed in the middle of the

night, leaving millions without electricity. 

Advance warning of solar storms may

someday give power utilities, satellite op-

erators, radio stations, global positioning

systems and others who own and operate

sensitive, high-tech electronic systems

time enough to protect their valuable

equipment.

X-ray Telescope

The newest tool Deluca and his colleagues

are using to spy on the sun was launched

last year aboard the Japanese Hinode

(hee-no-day) mission. Hinode is carrying

three instruments to probe the sun, one

of which is a special X-ray Telescope de-

veloped by scientists at the Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory.

Although the sun emits most of its en-

ergy as visible light, it also is constantly

generating powerful X-rays. Earth’s at-

mosphere shields it from these solar

X-rays so, to study them, astronomers

must use telescopes that can see X-ray ra-

diation and which orbit outside Earth’s

atmosphere.

Solar X-rays originate in the sun’s

corona, a tenuous layer of gases that lies

above the sun’s photosphere, or visible

surface. The corona is seen as a ghostly,

milk-white glow during a total solar

eclipse. During such an eclipse, the moon

blocks light from the sun’s photosphere,

allowing the fainter light from the corona

to be seen.

Although the sun’s surface is only 10,000

degrees Fahrenheit, its corona is more

than 100 times as hot. Hydrogen, helium

and other gases in the corona reach tem-

peratures of millions of degrees. They

form a plasma—the fourth state of mat-

ter—in which atoms are ionized because

their electrons have been ripped away.

Just what process generates the energy

that heats the corona, and fuels the sun’s

massive eruptions, remains one of the

more persistent and puzzling questions in

solar physics. Hinode has been specifically

designed to try to answer this question.

Magnetic twists

Astronomers believe the sun’s magnetic

field holds the key to this mystery. The

sun has a magnetic field just as the Earth

does, but 100 times stronger. Because the

This artist’s concept shows the Hinode in orbit around the Earth. (Image courtesy of

NASA and GSFC) 
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These images of the sun taken by instruments aboard the Hinode mission are, at left, an X-ray image of two bright “active regions” near

the sun’s equator that generate solar flares and powerful coronal mass ejections; center, an X-ray image of the beginning of a total

eclipse of the sun by the moon, taken March 19, 2007; and right, a close-up of the sun’s surface taken with the Hinode’s Solar Optical

Telescope showing a double sunspot surrounded by mottled bright spots known as granules.The larger sunspot is about the size of

Earth. (Photos courtesy of SAO, NASA, JAXA, NAOJ, LMSAL and HAO)

sun is a ball of plasma and not solid rock,

its magnetic field is unstable and can be-

come twisted.

Hinode’s X-ray Telescope has provided

the first clear view of the sun’s tangled

magnetic fields, which store huge

amounts of energy. When the magnetic

field twists, it builds up more and more

energy, like a rubber band being stretched

tighter and tighter. 

When this magnetic field snaps back

into place, a process known to astrophysi-

cists as magnetic reconnection, it releases

massive amounts of energy, causing solar

flares—the rapid brightening of the

corona in X-rays—and coronal mass

ejections, which are the release of solar

plasma and magnetic fields into inter-

planetary space.

For many years, solar theorists have

suggested the existence of twisted, tangled

magnetic fields generated by the sun,

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Senior Astrophysicist Leon Golub says.

“With the X-ray Telescope, we can see

them clearly for the first time.”

Unlike Earth’s magnetic field, which is

roughly constant in every location, the

sun is dotted with “active regions” where

the local magnetic field is thousands of

times stronger than Earth’s. Those active

regions tend to have sunspots at their cen-

ters and are the sources of solar flares.

The Hinode X-ray Telescope has uncov-

ered new details in these active regions,

including gigantic arcing magnetic struc-

tures that dwarf the underlying sunspots.

Whereas the largest sunspots are about

the size of Earth, the active regions above

them extend across one-third of the sun’s

face, spanning an area the size of 30

Earths or more.

The X-ray Telescope also has shown in-

tricate details of smaller explosive events

called X-ray jets. These streams of plasma

squirt from the sun’s surface like water

jets in a Jacuzzi. By studying the jets in

detail, astronomers are learning more

about the physical processes that, on a

larger scale, power solar eruptions.

Magnetic field mapping

Hinode, together with ground-based tele-

scopes, is now mapping the sun’s mag-

netic field in great detail. The X-ray Tele-

scope is unveiling the form of the

magnetic fields in the sun’s corona. 

Another instrument being carried by

Hinode, the Solar Optical Telescope, is

working with ground-based telescopes to

measure the magnetic fields on the surface

of the sun. This data is used to run com-

plex computer models that predict the

coronal magnetic structure. The results

are compared with actual X-ray observa-

tions. Computer models can be adjusted

when reality strays from the prediction.

Once solar astronomers have a map of

the sun’s magnetic field, “we can compare

it to the model and ask such questions as:

Does this region look like it will produce

a flare? How soon might it go off? How

strong might the flare be?” DeLuca says.

“If the models are accurate, and we are

working to improve them all the time,

then we may be able to answer these ques-

tions”—and perhaps forecast solar

storms headed toward Earth.

“Everything we thought we knew about

X-ray images of the sun is out of date,”

Golub says. “We’ve seen many new and

unexpected things. For that reason alone,

the Hinode mission is already a success.”

Presently, the sun is relatively quiet,

with few active regions or sunspots. As-

tronomers call this the solar minimum.

However, the sun’s level of activity varies

in an 11-year cycle. Five years from now,

the solar surface will be covered with

seething active regions ripe for explo-

sions. When the next solar maximum

comes, Hinode and a fleet of other sun-

spying instruments will be watching. ❖
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I
t goes on wet over a slippery layer of wheat paste, yet it can

transform a room and even dictate the moods of its inhab-

itants. Sold in thousands of different colors, designs and

motifs, wallpapers often reflect the function of the room

in which they are installed.

A machine-printed kitchen wallpaper from the 1930s, for ex-

ample—one of more than 10,000 historic wallcoverings in the

collections of the Smithsonian’s Cooper-Hewitt, National Design

Museum in New York City—displays a repeating pattern of din-

nerware set neatly on a tablecloth. A 1930s bathroom wallpaper

from the same collection, titled “Lagoon,” is a pattern of ocean

waves and fish.

Yet in one area of the home, wallpapers have traditionally

sought to educate, instill a love of reading and entertain. “From

their beginnings in the 1870s, wallpapers for children’s rooms

have been strongly influenced by literature,” Greg Herringshaw,

curator of wallcoverings at the Cooper-Hewitt, explains. For well

over a century, in fact, illustrations from dozens of well-loved

children’s books—from classics to comics—have adorned the

bedrooms of youngsters on wallpapers selected by their parents.

This literary connection, which has inspired wallpapers

printed with characters as wide-ranging as Cinderella, Popeye

and Winnie the Pooh, will be the focus of a new exhibition at the

Cooper-Hewitt beginning in May 2008. Co-curated by Herring-

shaw and Cooper-Hewitt Librarian Stephen Van Dyk, vintage chil-

dren’s wallpapers will be displayed alongside the books that inspired

them—all drawn from the Cooper-Hewitt’s collection of wallcover-

ings and its extensive library.

D E S I G N

A literary connection on the nursery wall
By Mara Jonas

Smithsonian Office of Public Affairs

Dick Tracy wallpaper design from the 1950s, by Niagara Wallpaper Co., left, and a design by illustrator  Walter Crane depicting a scene

from the nursery rhyme “The House That Jack Built,” right,
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Robinson Crusoe

One of the earliest known children’s wallpapers, printed in the

1870s, features illustrations from Daniel Defoe’s classic novel

Robinson Crusoe. This single-color paper is a series of intaglio-

printed illustrations of scenes from Crusoe’s adventures, com-

plete with printed captions.

A second early children’s wallpaper is based on John Bunyan’s clas-

sic 1678 allegorical novel The Pilgrim’s Progress. Printed in England

in the 1870s, this wallpaper

features somber monochrome

illustrations of the book’s

hero, young Christian, making

his way from the City of De-

struction to the Celestial City.

“Both of these books have

strong themes of moral disci-

pline and adventure,” Her-

ringshaw points out. “These

wallpapers—meant to have

an instructional effect on a

child—reflect what society

regarded as appropriate for

children in the 1870s.”

Changing attitudes

But as the 20th century approached, society’s attitude about the

value and nature of childhood was changing rapidly. Public

schools, child welfare agencies, child labor laws and the rise of pe-

diatrics as a medical speciality 

all helped make the world more hospitable for children. “People

suddenly awakened to the fact that, if children were to read

books, the books must also be visually entertaining,” Herring-

shaw says. Rudimentary single-color illustrations in children’s

books blossomed into colorful unrestrained fancy. “A whole slew

of children’s illustrators were coming into their own as artists in

their own right at this time,” Van Dyk observes. “Walter Crane,

Randolph Caldecott, Beatrix Potter, Kate Greenaway—they really

took children’s illustrations to a high artistic level. They were not

just illustrating, but extending illustration to an artform.” As a re-

sult, wallpaper designers, too, became more willing to engage

children in fun and fantasy.

Mother Goose

Children’s fairy tales were a favorite subject of these illustrators,

and fairy tales have remained a favorite subject for children’s wall-

papers ever since. “This is probably my favorite piece in the exhibi-

tion,” Herringshaw says, pointing to a wallpaper square from 1886

featuring an elaborate Walter Crane illustration from the Mother

Goose nursery rhyme “The House That Jack Built.” 

“Mostly, I like the playful nature of this paper’s design,” Herring-

shaw adds. “Its elements are flat with no sense of depth. Every inch

of the surface is covered with a design of some sort. There’s a lot go-

ing on, but it is still light and delicately balanced. Your eyes just keep

moving over the surface, but they don’t get overwhelmed.”

An 1897 copy of Mother Hubbard, Her Picture Book, illustrated by

Crane, will accompany the Crane wallpaper in the exhibition. 

Interactive paper

With their inception in the mid-19th century, the rising popular-

ity of interactive children’s

books—such as pop-up,

cut-out and coloring

books—inspired interac-

tive children’s wallpaper as

well.

Printed in 1907, a paper

called “Kindergarten Cut-

Outs” began a “long-run-

ning trend of interactive

wallpapers,” Herringshaw

explains. Sold in 5-foot

panels, it was covered in

colorful animal shapes

and could be installed as a

frieze or hung as individ-

ual panels, or the  shapes

could be cut out and pasted on a wall. “The cut-out animals also

could be pinned to a fabric wallcovering, allowing them to func-

tion as toys, as well as decoration,” Herringshaw says. 

With the emergence of newspaper comic strips at the end of the

19th century and comic books early in the 20th century, comic-strip

characters also were soon covering the walls of children’s rooms. Pa-

pers featuring Mickey Mouse, Popeye and Max & Moritz are all part

of the exhibition. 

This comic-strip trend is extended today through television. “Most

modern children’s wallpapers seem to be based on cartoon TV

shows,” Herringshaw says, “such as Sponge Bob, Dora the Explorer

and the superheroes.” Herringshaw says these new papers are not tra-

ditional wallpapers at all, but mostly borders, accents and stickers,

“something that is much easier to change as a child grows up.” 

Children’s wallpaper has come a long way since the 1870s, but

overall, their aim has remained to entertain with a positive impact. 

A 1950s Dick Tracy wallpaper from the Cooper-Hewitt exhibi-

tion, for example, features portraits from illustrator Chester

Gould’s comic strip of characters that one would want a child to

emulate—Tracy, Junior, Sam Catchem, Chief Pat Patton and

Sparkle Plenty. Bad guys Breathless Mahoney, Flattop Jones, Prune-

face and Tracy’s other enemies are nowhere in sight. ❖          

“Children’s Wallpaper and Literature” will be on view at the

Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum in the Ground-Floor

Gallery, beginning in May 2008.

This wallpaper frieze illustrates Chapter 8, “Christopher Robin Leads an

Expotition to the North Pole,” from Winnie the Pooh, by A.A. Milne. It is an

adaptation of an original 1926 illustration by E.H. Shephard.
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New director. Kevin Gover (Pawnee),

52, professor of law at the Sandra Day

O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State

University in Tempe and an affiliate pro-

fessor in the university’s American Indian

Studies Program, has been named director

of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of

the American Indian. Gover, who will be-

gin work Dec. 2, succeeds W. Richard West

Jr. (Southern Cheyenne), who was the

founding director of the  American Indian

Museum, serving from 1990 to 2007.

Gover grew up in Oklahoma and received

a bachelor’s degree in public and interna-

tional affairs from Princeton University

and a law degree from the University of

New Mexico.

Galaxy smash-up. A cosmic collision of

massive proportions involving four differ-

ent galaxies and millions of stars was re-

cently detected by the Spitzer Space Tele-

scope during a routine survey of a distant

cluster of galaxies located 5 billion light-

years from Earth. Kenneth Rines, an as-

tronomer at the Harvard-Smithsonian

Center for Astrophysics and researcher on

the survey, compared the collision to

“four sand trucks smashing together,

flinging sand everywhere.” The clashing

galaxies will eventually merge into a sin-

gle behemoth galaxy up to 10 times as

massive as our own Milky Way. It will be, 

Rines says, “one of the biggest galaxies in

the universe.”

Fast jaws. By aiming a camera that

records 40,000 frames per second at the

tiny, snapping jaws of termites of the

species Termes panamensis, researchers

Marc Seid and Jeremy Niven of the Smith-

sonian Tropical Research Institute in

Panama discovered that these insects close

their mandibles at a speed faster than any

other muscle-powered movement on

Earth. When threatened, a termite snaps

its mouth parts together with great force,

using four sets of large jaw muscles in its

head. Seid and Niven recorded the ter-

mite’s jaw movement at the incredible

speed of 70.4 meters per second over the

very short distance of 1.76 millimeters.

Ancient Egypt. Core samples of sedi-

ments recovered from deep below Alexan-

dria’s East Harbor on the Egyptian coast of

the Mediterranean have revealed evidence

of a thriving city at this location dating as

far back as 1000 B.C. Ceramic sherds, lead

isotopes and associated data taken from

the core sediments reveal the city of

Alexandria did not grow from a barren

desert but was built atop an active town

whose inhabitants had for centuries taken

advantage of the safe harbor on the Egypt-

ian coast. Chief investigator on the project,

Jean-Daniel Stanley of the Geoarchaeology

Program of the Smithsonian’s National

Museum of Natural History, says evidence

indicates that a coastal population flour-

ished in this area as many as seven cen-

turies before Alexandria was established. 

Oak decline. Inventories of tree species

in North American forests show a marked

decline in young oak trees caused in part

by changes in forest management, intro-

duced pests and pathogens and increased

deer populations. A recent paper written

by William McShea, a mammalogist at

the Smithsonian’s National Zoological

Park, and colleagues, and published in the

Journal of Wildlife Management, points

out that the decline bodes ill for wildlife

in many deciduous forests.  “Acorns are

arguably the most important food re-

source for birds and mammals during the

dormant season in hardwood ecosys-

tems,” McShea and colleagues write.

“These changes are not yet obvious in

mast [acorn] production but will take

decades to reverse.... Communicating

proper forest management to public,

commercial and private owners is the

main challenge.”

news and notes

Subterranean termites (Image courtesy of

USDA Agricultural Research Service)

Kevin Gover

Leaf and acorn of a

northern red oak 



Students seeking to excel in first-year college chemistry, biol-

ogy and physics would do well to concentrate on math in

high school, according to a new study by Philip Sadler, director

of the Science Education Department at the Harvard-Smithso-

nian Center for Astrophysics, and Robert Tai, an assistant profes-

sor at the Curry School of Education in Virginia. 

Sadler and Tai surveyed 8,474 students enrolled in introductory

science courses at 63 randomly selected four-year colleges and

universities in the United States. The students indicated their

high-school coursework—0, 1 or 2 years—in biology, chemistry,

physics and mathematics. This data was then correlated with their

actual performance in introductory college science courses. The

study showed that students with the most rigorous preparation in

mathematics in high school performed significantly better in in-

troductory college biology, chemistry and physics.

The study also revealed that an emphasis in one of the high-

school sciences does not translate into better performance in a dif-

ferent science in college. For example, a concentration on chem-

istry in high school does not translate into higher grades in college

physics and biology. The study did indicate that high-school

preparation in a specific scientific discipline—biology, chemistry

or physics—boosted college performance in that same subject.

“Taking more physics in high school does not appear to im-

prove students’ subsequent performance in either chemistry or

biology courses in college,” Sadler says. “Our finding knocks out

the Physics First movement among some educators, who argue

for a reversal of the traditional biology-chemistry-physics high-

school course sequence.”

Sadler and Tai subjected their data to robust modeling to cor-

rect for socioeconomic factors that may favor some students, in-

cluding race, parental education level and mean educational level

of students’ home communities, as defined by postal ZIP code.

“High-school students interested in science appear to be better

prepared if they focus heavily on their math preparation, includ-

ing a calculus course,” Sadler says. The study was published in

the journal Science.                                                        —John Barrat
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Conservation team restores Apollo Saturn V rocket to launch-pad condition 

O n July 20, exactly 38 years to the day

that Neil Armstrong became the

first human to set foot on the moon, the

rocket responsible for sending Armstrong

and 44 other Apollo astronauts into or-

bit—the Saturn V—was honored in a

ceremony at NASA’s Johnson Space Cen-

ter in Houston. The event marked the

completion of the Smithsonian-owned

rocket’s extensive renovation as well as

the opening of a new facility to house it.

At 363 feet, the rocket is one of the

largest artifacts in the Smithsonian’s Na-

tional Air and Space Museum collection

and one of only three Saturn V rockets re-

maining. The components of this rocket

were intended for the Apollo 18, 19 and

20 missions and were given to the Smith-

sonian after the missions following

Apollo 17 were cancelled. Because of its

size, the rocket has never left Texas.

Located on the grounds of the Johnson

Space Center, the Saturn V was on dis-

play  in the wind, rain and sun for nearly

30 years. Water pooled in the rocket’s

lowest areas, and bacteria, dirt, fungus

and algae covered the rocket’s exterior.

With a grant from Save America’s Trea-

sures—a joint program of the National

Park Service and the National Trust for

Historic Preservation—and additional

donations from Boeing, Lockheed Mar-

tin, The Houston Endowment, Halibur-

ton and other sources, the Saturn V was

restored and is now sheltered in a climate-

controlled building.

In restoring the rocket, Allan Needell,

curator of space history at the Air and

Space Museum, and the museum’s chief

conservator, Ed McManus, oversaw the

work of a private contractor, Conserva-

tion Solutions Inc., of Washington, D.C.

First, the team conducted a review and

assessment of the rocket’s condition and

designed a testing program to evaluate the

effectiveness of different methods of

cleaning and repair. Next, testing and

analysis of pieces of the rocket, including

X-ray diffraction analysis of corroded

fragments and scanning electron micro-

scope analysis of the rocket’s aluminum

surfaces, was carried out.

The conservation team then began re-

moving paint, replacing missing parts,

stabilizing and repairing corroded areas,

preserving and treating the electrical

wiring, preparing the rocket’s surface for

new paint and repairing the polyurethane

cover on the rocket’s second stage. In ad-

dition, the flag and other markings and

lettering on the rocket were restenciled

and repainted.

The goal, Needell says, was to “return the

rocket to a condition matching as closely

as possible the way it would have appeared

on the launch pad.”                 —John Barrat

The restored Saturn V at the Johnson

Space Center in Houston

Study says rigorous high-school math leads to better grades in college science 
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Encompassing the Globe: Portugal

and the World in the 16th and 17th

Centuries, edited by Jay A. Levenson

(Collins, 2007, $54.95). This companion

volume to a major exhibition at the

Smithsonian’s Arthur M. Sackler Gallery

assembles images of more than 250 extra-

ordinary paintings, sculptures, maps,

manuscripts, books and other objects.

This Glorious Struggle: George

Washington’s Revolutionary War Let-

ters, by Edward G. Lengel (Collins, 2007,

$25.95). A selection of George Washing-

ton’s correspondence from 1775 to 1783,

offering a first-hand sense of the man and

the Revolutionary War.

Dream Lucky:When FDR Was in the

White House, Count Basie Was on

the Radio, and Everyone Wore a

Hat..., by Roxane Orgill (Collins, 2007,

$25.95). A vivid evocation of late 1930s

America, covering politics, race, religion,

arts, sports and, especially, big band jazz.

Black Wings: Courageous Stories of

African Americans in Aviation and

Space History, by Von Hardesty

(Collins, 2007, $27.95). The inspirational

history of the African American men and

women who broke down racial barriers in

aviation and space—from the earliest pi-

oneers of the 1920s to NASA astronauts. 

Campaigning for President: Memo-

rabilia from the Nation’s Finest Pri-

vate Collection, by Jordan M. Wright

(Collins, 2007, $43.95). A richly illustrated

history of American presidential elections

told through the author’s extraordinary

collection of campaign memorabilia.

The Long Pursuit: Abraham Lin-

coln’s Thirty-Year Struggle With

Stephen Douglas for the Heart and

Soul of America, by Roy Morris Jr.

(Collins, 2007, $24.95). The first book to

focus exclusively on Lincoln’s rivalry with

Douglas, culminating in their race for the

White House in 1860.

One Day in History: First Shots of

the Civil War, April 12, 1861, by Rod-

ney P. Carlisle (Collins, 2007, $24.95). An

illustrated, full-color popular encyclope-

dia that focuses on a key date that

changed the history of the United States:

the day the first shots of the Civil War

were fired at Fort Sumter.

Sound Neighbours: Contemporary

Music in Northern Ireland (Smithso-

nian Folkways Recordings, 2007, $15).

Twenty vocal and instrumental tracks that

feature the diverse music of Northern Ire-

land and evoke a profound sense of re-

gional pride. 

Down Home Saturday Night (Smith-

sonian Folkways Recordings, 2007, $15).

Fifteen tracks of rollicking down-home

music by various artists of American re-

gional and ethnic roots music.

Classic Old-Time Fiddle from Smith-

sonian Folkways (Smithsonian Folk-

ways Recordings, 2007, $15). Clark

Kessinger, Wade Ward, Tommy Jarrell,

Marion Sumner, Gaither Carlton, Eck

Robertson, Melvin Wine and many more

old-time fiddle masters play their signa-

ture sounds from the heart of Appalachia.

Books can be ordered through online book

vendors or purchased in bookstores nation-

wide. Recordings can be ordered from

Smithsonian Folkways Mail Order, Smith-

sonian Folkways Recordings Dept. 0607,

Washington, D.C. 20073-0607. To order by

telephone, call (800) 410-9815 or (202)

275-1143. 

books and recordings
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Earl Cunningham’s

America
By Wendell Garrett, Virginia M. Mecklenburg

and Carolyn Weekley (Collins, 2007, $45)

American folk artist Earl Cunningham

(1893-1977) loved to paint the ocean

in such bright vivid colors as orange, yel-

low, pink, green and blue. Throughout his

life, he completed some 400 paintings,

most of which depict harbors, inlets,

white-sailed schooners, shorebirds, and

seaside dwellings and farms. His earliest

works were created with five-and-dime

paints on wood scavenged from the surf

near the fisherman’s shack that was his

home on Stratton Island off Maine’s Old

Orchard Beach. 

Since his death by suicide

in 1977, Cunningham’s

primitive and detailed

paintings have established

his place as one of the

premier American folk

artists of the 20th century.

Earl Cunningham’s Amer-

ica, a 143-page catalog pub-

lished by the Smithsonian American Art

Museum and co-authored by folk-art ex-

pert Wendell Garrett; Smithsonian Amer-

ican Art Museum Curator Virginia M.

Mecklenburg; and Carolyn Weekley, di-

rector of museums at Colonial Williams-

burg, is a captivating and scholarly look at

Cunningham’s life and work. Filled with

reproductions of more than 50 of his

brightly colored paintings, the book pre-

sents Cunningham as a deeply complex

folk modernist who used flat space and

brilliant color in ways similar to Matisse

and Van Gogh. 

The catalog accompanies a recent exhibi-

tion at the American Art Museum in

Washington, D.C. 

Cunningham was something of a nomad

during his early life. At age 13, he left his

parents’ home in Edgecomb, Maine, to try

his hand as a tinker and peddler. Before

World War I, he sailed on giant coastal

schooners that carried coal, ice, naval

stores and lumber back and forth

from Maine to the mid-Atlantic

states and Florida. A licensed

harbor and river pilot, he mar-

ried piano teacher Iva Moses in

1915, and the two lived aboard a

cabin cruiser. They later traveled

by camper truck and spent their

summers in Florida digging for Indian

relics and opalized coral to sell to tourists

back in Maine, where they eventually set-

tled on a small farm. 

Often described as a memory painter,

Cunningham used schooners, Indians in

canoes, covered bridges, horse-drawn car-

riages and other nostalgic elements in his

paintings to evoke an “idyllic 19th-cen-

tury world,” Mecklenburg writes. These

familiar objects appear repeatedly and are

part of “a visual language Cunningham

used to create his own myth of origin for

America.” 

Faced with the rapidly changing world

of the early 20th century, Cunningham

responded with nostalgia, rarely using

such contemporary elements as telegraph

poles, automobiles and engine-driven

boats in his paintings. Still, his imaginary

landscapes are marvels of the unexpected

and unlikely—pink flamingoes dot the

Maine coast and Vikings and Seminole

Indians navigate the same waterways side

by side.

The titles of his paintings, which are

filled with dramatic sunsets and dawns,

frequently bear the names of actual inlets,

ports and harbors between Maine and

Florida. Few of his paintings are dated.         

In the late 1930s, Cunningham and his

wife separated, and he headed south,

eventually opening the Over Fork Gallery

in St. Augustine, Fla., in 1949. There he

displayed and sold crockery, toleware, old

photographs, magazines and tools. His

paintings were on display but were not for

sale. 

Wider recognition of Cunningham’s

work did not come until after his death,

when collector Marilyn Logsdon Mennello

—who had managed to befriend the dis-

trusting and curmudgeonly artist in St.

Augustine—acquired his paintings and

displayed them in her Orlando home,

which is now a gallery devoted to the artist. 

“Ironically,” Mecklenburg writes, “the

renown he had sought for so long came

less than a decade after he died.”                     

—Daniel Friend   

off the shelf

“Sunrise at Pine Point, Maine,” circa 1950, oil on fiberboard by Earl Cunningham. Inset

below: Earl Cunningham, 1970 (Jerry Uelsmann photo)



S tamped “Sea Post 101/US Mail 19,”

the antique, flat metal key has a

patina of orange rust from its immersion

in salt water nearly 100 years ago—while

still in its owner’s pocket. The key opened

locks on the 200 bags of registered mail

being carried across the Atlantic to New

York City aboard the White Star Line

steamship R.M.S. Titanic during the

ship’s maiden voyage in April 1912. 

“Sea Post 101” and two other keys at-

tached to a 24-inch chain were recovered

from the body of Oscar Scott Woody, sea

post clerk for the U.S. Post Office Depart-

ment, a few days after the Titanic sank in

the early morning of April 15, 1912.

Woody died, but his body was kept afloat

by a cork life vest. His personal effects

were returned to his widow. In April, the

Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum

acquired Woody’s keys, ring and chain at

a public auction in England. 

As a sea post clerk, Woody was “ex-

pected to protect the integrity of the mail

and keep it safe at any cost,” explains Alli-

son Marsh, assistant curator at the Na-

tional Postal Museum. “Something as

simple as the key to a mailbag lock repre-

new to the collections
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Keys and chain embody dedication of Titanic sea post clerk Oscar Scott Woody 

sents how these clerks did their job.”

Sorting, cancelling and redistributing

the estimated 7 million-plus pieces of

U.S.-bound mail in 3,364 sacks aboard

the Titanic was how Woody and his fellow

clerks spent their days during the voyage.

Clerks attached a facing slip indicating

the destination to each bundle of mail

they sorted. Each slip was stamped with a

clerk’s name, so sorting errors could be

traced to a specific sea post employee. 

According to eyewitnesses, Woody and

four other mail clerks aboard the Titanic

struggled valiantly during their final

hours in frigid waist-deep water to haul

the registered mail sacks up from the

flooding lower decks.

“I urged them to leave their work,” 

recalled Albert Theissinger, a steward

aboard the Titanic who survived the dis-

aster. “They shook their heads and

continued at their

work. It might

have been an

inrush of water

later that cut off

their escape, or it may have been the

explosion. I saw them no more.” 

All five Titanic sea post clerks—three

Americans and two British—died in the

tragedy, as did 1,517 other passengers and

crew.

The acquisition of Woody’s keys by the

National Postal Museum reunites them

with a second item recovered from

Woody’s body that also is in the museum’s

collection: a paper facing slip labeled

“Wash. & Alaska” and stamped “Transat-

lantic Post Office, April 10, 1912. Titanic.

O.S. Woody.” Along with his keys, watch,

wallet and pocket knife, Woody was car-

rying five postal facing slips in the pocket

of his suit on the night he died.                       

—John Barrat




